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Abstract
This paper deals with supervised classification
and feature selection in high dimensional space.
A classical approach is to project data on a low
dimensional space and classify by minimizing an
appropriate quadratic cost. A strict control on
sparsity is moreover obtained by adding an `1
constraint, here on the matrix of weights used for
projecting the data. It is well known that using a
quadratic cost is not robust to outliers. We cope
with this problem by using an `1 norm both for
the constraint and for the loss function. Another
second issue is that we optimize simultaneously
the projection matrix and the centers used for classification. In this paper, we provide a novel tailored constrained primal-dual method to compute
jointly selected features and classifiers. Extending
our primal-dual method to other criteria is easy
provided that efficient projection (on the dual ball
for the loss data term) and prox (for the regularization term) algorithms are available. We illustrate
such an extension in the case of a Frobenius norm
for the loss term. We provide a convergence proof
of our primal-dual method, and demonstrate its
effectiveness on three datasets (one synthetic, two
from biological data) on which we compare `1
and `2 costs.

Introduction
In this paper we consider methods where feature selection
is embedded into a classification process, see (Furey et al.,
2000; Guyon et al., 2002). However, classification in high
dimension space suffers from the curse of dimensionality
(Aggarwal, 2005; Radovanovic et al., 2010). In order to
overcome this issue, the main idea of Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) (de la Torre & Kanade, 2006; Ding & Li,
2007) is to project data into a lower dimensional space.
In parallel, sparse learning based methods have received
a great attention in the last decade because of their high

performance. The basic idea is to use a sparse regularizer
which forces coefficients to be zero. To achieve feature
selection, the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) formulation (Tibshirani, 1996; Hastie et al.,
2004; Ng, 2004; Friedman et al., 2010; Hastie et al., 2015)
adds an `1 penalty term to the classification cost, which can
be interpreted as convexifying an `0 penalty (Donoho &
Elad, 2003; Donoho, 2006; Candès et al., 2008). However,
an issue is that using the Frobenius norm kY µ − XW kF
(that is the `2 norm of the vectorized matrix) for the data
term is not robust to outliers. (In the previous expression, W
is the projection matrix, µ the matrix of centers, and Y the
binary matrix mapping each line to its class; see Section 1.)
In order to overcome this issue, Nie et al proposed a feature selection based on `2,1 norm minimization (Nie et al.,
2010) on both loss function and the regularization. Note
that `2,1 norm regularization has strong connections with
group LASSO methods (Zou & Hastie, 2005; Zou et al.,
2006; Yuan & Lin; Li & Li, 2008; Jacob et al., 2009; Liu
& Vemuri, 2012; Simon et al., 2013; Hastie et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2016). In this paper, we propose a more drastic
approach that uses an `1 norm both on the regularization
term and on the loss function kY µ − XW k1 . In this case,
the criterion is convex but not gradient Lipschitz. The basic
idea is to use a splitting method (Lions & Mercier, 1979)
together with proximal methods. Proximal methods were introduced in (Moreau, 1965) and have been intensively used
in signal processing; see, e.g., (Combettes & Wajs, 2005;
Chaux et al., 2009; Mosci et al., 2010; Liu & Ye; Combettes
& Pesquet, 2011; Chambolle & Pock, 2011; Boyd et al.,
2011; Sra, 2012; O’Connor & Vandenberghe, 2014; Chambolle & Pock, 2016; Flammarion et al., 2017). The first
issue is the computation of the proximal operator involving the affine transform Y µ − XW in the criterion. We
tackle this point by dualizing the norm computation and use
a primal-dual method. When one uses an `1 penalization
to ensure sparsity, the computational time due to the treatment of the corresponding hyper-parameter has a worst case
in O(3d ), see (Mairal & Yu, 2012). We propose instead a
constrained approach that takes advantage of an available ef-
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ficient projection on the `1 ball (Condat, 2016; Duchi et al.,
2008).
The paper is organized as follows. We first present our setting that combines dimension reduction, classification and
feature selection. Then we propose a Lagrangian primaldual scheme in Section 2. An efficient alternative is to
replace the `1 penalization by a hard constraint: we provide
in Section 3 an updated primal-dual scheme for this constrained formulation of the classification problem. Section 5
is devoted to analyze the convergence of this approach. In
the last section, we give some experimental comparisons
between `1 and Frobenius loss function. The tests involve
three different bases: the first one is a synthetic dataset; the
second base is a proteomics dataset on patients with ovarian
or prostate cancer; the third and last database comes from
single cell analysis.

1. Problem Statement
1.1. Projection of the data on a low dimensional space
Let X be the data m × d matrix made of m line samples
x1 , . . . , xm belonging to the d-dimensional space of features. Let Y ∈ {0, 1}m×k be the label matrix where k > 2
is the number of clusters. Each line of Y has exactly one
nonzero element equal to one, yij = 1 indicating that the
sample xi belongs to the j-th cluster. Projecting the data
in lower dimension is crucial to be able to separate them
accurately. Let W ∈ Rd×k be the projection matrix, k  d.
(Note that the dimension of the projection space is equal to
the number of clusters.) One of the goals is to compute the
projection matrix W .
1.2. Robust classification using `1 centers
In order to build a robust classifier for the projected data,
XW , we compute an `1 -center for each cluster. This is
more robust to outliers than the outcome of the classical
`2 modelling (Witten & Tibshirani, 2010). It is standard to
define the `1 -medoid µj of the j-th cluster as a vector that
minimizes the average dissimilarity inside the class in the
projected space: µj := (XW )(i∗ , :) where
X
i∗ = arg min
k(XW )(i, :) − (XW )(l, :)k1 .
i s.t. yij =1

sparsity and induce feature selection. So, given the matrix
of labels, Y , and the matrix of data, X, we consider the
following convex supervised classification problem where
both µ and W are unknowns and Ik the identity matrix:
min
(W,µ)

ρ
kY µ − XW k1 + λkW k1 + kIk − µk2F . (1)
2

Note that an `2 -regularization term has been added in order
to avoid the trivial solution µ = 0, W = 0. (An additional
hyperparameter ρ is used.) We dualize the computation
of the first `1 norm, and rely on a min-max / primal-dual
approach to recast the problem as
ρ
max hZ, Y µ−XW i+λkW k1 + kIk −µk2F (2)
2
(W,µ) kZk∞ 61
min

where Z is an m × k matrix and kZk∞ = maxi,j |zij |. We
consider the following scheme, which consists in a proximal
descent with respect to the primal variables (W, µ) followed
by a proximal ascent with respect to the dual variable Z (see
Section 5):
W n+1 := arg min
W

µn+1 :=

1
kW − W n k2F − hX T Z n , W i + λkW k1
2τ

1
(µn + ρτµ Ik − τµ Y T Z n )
1 + τµ ρ

Z n+1 := projB∞ (Z + σ(Y µ − X(2W n+1 − W n )))
where B∞ is the closed unit in the space of Rm×k matrices
endowed with the `∞ norm. The update on W can be
computed using a suitable soft thresholding operator:
n+1
n
Wi,j
= Wi,j
− ρ · τµ Ik + τ (X 0 Z n )i,j − λθi,j ,

θi,j 6 1

and

θi,j = sign(Wi,j ) if Wi,j 6= 0

(3)

Writing explicitly the projection operator on B∞ , we eventually derive Algorithm 1. The convergence condition discussed in Section 5 imposes that

l

By analogy, we compute the matrix of centers, µ ∈ Rk×k ,
by minimizing the following `1 norm:


σ

min kY µ − XW k1 .

τµ
kY k2 + τ kXk2
1 + τµ (ρ/4)


< 1.

(4)

µ

2. Primal-dual scheme, Lagrangian
formulation
We propose to minimize `1 loss cost with an `1 penalty term
(a Lagrangian parameter λ is introduced) so as to promote

The norms involved in the previous expression are operator
norms, that is, e.g.,
kXk =

sup
kW kF ≤1

kXW kF = sup kX(:)vk2 .
kvk2 ≤1

(5)
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Algorithm 1 Primal-dual algorithm—soft(V, λ) is the standard soft thresholding , and µ is the `1 center of clusters.
1: Input: X, Y, Z, N, σ, τ, λ, ρ, µ0 , W0 , Z0
2: W := W0
3: µ := µ0
4: Z := Z0
5: for n = 1, . . . , N do
6:
Wold := W
7:
µold := µ
8:
W := W + τ (X T Z)
9:
W := soft(W, λ)
10:
µ := 1+τ1 µ ρ (µ + ρτµ Ik − τµ (Y T Z))
11:
Z := max(−1, min(1, Z + σ(Y (2µ − µold ) −
X(2W − Wold ))))
12: end for
13: Output: W, µ

The main drawback of this penalty minimization is in the
cost associated with the computation of the Lagrange multiplier λ using homotopy algorithms (Friedman et al., 2010;
Hastie et al., 2004). The worst complexity case is O(3d )
(Mairal & Yu, 2012), which is usually intractable on highdimensional data sets such as genomics data sets. To overcome this computational issue, we introduce instead a constrained formulation of the problem.

Algorithm 2 Primal-dual algorithm, constrained case—
proj(V, η) is the projection on the `1 ball of radius η (see
(Condat, 2016)).
1: Input: X, Y, N, σ, τ, η, ρ, µ0 , W0 , Z0
2: W := W0
3: µ := µ0
4: Z := Z0
5: for n = 1, . . . , N do
6:
Wold := W
7:
µold := µ
8:
W := W + τ · (X T Z)
9:
W := proj(W, η)
10:
µ := 1+τ1µ ·ρ (µold + ρ · τµ Ik − τµ · (Y T Z))
11:
Z := max(−1, min(1, Z + σ · (Y (2µ − µold ) −
X(2W − Wold ))))
12: end for
13: Output: W, µ

3.2. Constrained primal-dual approach with
over-relaxation
An over-relaxed variant of the previous algorithm is presented below (Algorithm 3). In this case, condition (4)
should be replaced with (see section 5.2)

3. Primal-dual scheme, constrained
formulation
3.1. Constrained primal-dual approach
We consider the convex constrained supervised classification
problem,
σ
ρ
min kY µ−XW k1 + kIk −µk2F s.t.
2
(W,µ)

τµ
1+

τµ ρ 1−2γ
4 1−γ

!
2

2

kY k + τ kXk

< 1,

(8)

kW k1 6 η, (6)

that we dualize as before:

ρ
max hZ, Y µ−XW i+ kIk −µk2F s.t. kW k1 6 η.
2
(W,µ) kZk∞ 61
(7)
We adapt the update of W of Algorithm 1 by using a projected gradient step instead of thresholding, and devise Algorithm 2.

at least if γ < 1/2. For γ ≥ 1/2, the condition obtained for
ρ = 0 is better and simply reads

min


σ τµ kY k2 + τ kXk2 < 1.

(9)
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Algorithm 3 Primal-dual algorithm, constrained case with
over-relaxation.
1: Input: X, Y, N, σ, τ, η, ρ, µ0 , W0 , Z0 , γ ∈ (−1, 1)
2: W := W0
3: µ := µ0
4: Z := Z0
5: for n = 1, . . . , N do
6:
Wold := W
7:
µold := µ
8:
Zold := Z
9:
W := W + τ · (X T Z)
10:
W := proj(W, η)
11:
µ := 1+τ1 µ ρ (µ + ρτµ Ik − τµ (Y T Z))
12:
Z := max(−1, min(1, Z + σ(Y (2µ − µold ) −
X(2W − Wold ))))
13:
W := W + γ(W − Wold )
14:
µ := µ + γ(µ − µold )
15:
Z := Z + γ(Z − Zold )
16: end for
17: Output: W, µ

Algorithm 4 Primal-dual algorithm for Frobenius loss minimization: constrained case.
1: Input: X, Y, N, σ, τ, η, ρ, µ0 , W0 , Z0
2: W := W0
3: µ := µ0
4: Z := Z0
5: for n = 1, . . . , N do
6:
Wold := W
7:
µold := µ
8:
W := W + τ · (X T Z)
9:
W := proj(W, η)
10:
µ := 1+τ1µ ·ρ (µold + ρ · τµ Ik − τµ · (Y T Z))
11:
Z := Z + σ · (Y (2µ − µold ) − X(2W − Wold ))))
12:
Z := Z/ max{1, kZkF }
13: end for
14: Output: W, µ

4. Extension to other criteria: Frobenius loss

Algorithm 5 Primal-dual algorithm for Frobenius loss minimization with over-relaxation.
1: Input: X, Y, N, σ, τ, η, ρ, µ0 , W0 , Z0 , γ ∈ (−1, 1)
2: W := W0
3: µ := µ0
4: Z := Z0
5: for n = 1, . . . , N do
6:
Wold := W
7:
µold := µ
8:
Zold := Z
9:
W := W + τ (X T Z)
10:
W := proj(W, η)
11:
µ := 1+τ1 µ ρ (µ + ρ · τµ Ik − τµ (Y T Z))
12:
Z := Z + σ · (Y (2µ − µold ) − X(2W − Wold ))))
13:
Z := Z/ max{1, kZkF }
14:
W := W + γ(W − Wold )
15:
µ := µ + γ(µ − µold )
16:
Z := Z + γ(Z − Zold )
17: end for
18: Output: W, µ

Our method can be extended straightforwardly to other criteria provided that (i) we can compute the projection on the
dual ball for the loss data term, (ii) we can compute the
prox for the regularization term. Such examples include
combinations of `1 and `2 norms, as seen in group LASSO
(Jacob et al., 2009). In this paper, we study an algorithm
for the Frobenius norm. Note that our approach based on
a dual computation of the norm allows us to use the norm
itself, instead of the squared Frobenius norm (for with other
approaches, taking care of the smoothness of the loss term,
would be available; see, e.g., (Combettes & Pesquet, 2011)).
4.1. Frobenius loss Minimization
We consider the following update of (6):

ρ
min kY µ − XW kF + kIk − µk2F s.t.
2
(W,µ)

kW k1 6 η,

4.2. Frobenius loss minimization with over-relaxation
Obvious modifications of the previous scheme with overrelaxation lead to Algorithm 5. (Note that the algorithm
requires computation of kZkF at each iteration.)

(10)
and dualize according to

A convergence analysis is drawn in Section 5. We provide
in Section 6 a comparison between Algorithms 3 and 5.

ρ
min max hZ, Y µ−XW i+ kIk −µk2F s.t. kW k1 6 η.
2
(11)

5. Convergence Analysis

Obvious modifications of the previous scheme lead to Algorithm:

The proof of convergence of the algorithms relies on Theorems 1 and 2 in (Chambolle & Pock, 2016) which we

(W,µ) kZkF 61

5.1. Convergence of primal-dual algorithms
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slightly adapt for our setting. The algorithms we present
here correspond to Alg. 1 and 2 in that reference, adapted to
the particular case of problem (1) and its saddle-point formulation (2). In addition, here, the primal part of the objective
is “partially strongly convex” (ρ-strongly convex with respect to the variable µ, thanks to the term (ρ/2)kµ − Ik2 .
(We could exploit this to gain “partial acceleration” (Valkonen & Pock, 2017), however at the expense of a much more
complex method and no clear gain for the variable W , while
translated in the Euclidean setting, (Chambolle & Pock,
2016) remains simple and easy to improve.) For our setting
we consider a general objective of the form:
0

0 0

∗

y

for f, g, h convex functions whose “prox” (see below) are
easy to compute and K, K 0 linear operators, and we assume moreover f is ρ-strongly convex for some ρ > 0. We
will show how this last property can be exploited to “boost”
the convergence, allowing for larger steps than usually suggested by other authors.
When computing the “prox” x̂ at point x̄ of a ρ-strongly
convex function x 7→ f (x), with parameter τ , that is, the
minimizer
x̂ = proxτ f (x̄) := arg min f (x) +
x

kx − x̄k2
,
2τ

(13)

one has for all test point x:
f (x) +

kx − x̄k2
kx̂ − x̄k2
kx − x̂k2
≥ f (x̂) +
+
2τ
2τ
2τ
ρ
+ kx − x̂k2 .
2

However, combined with non-strongly convex iterates, the
slight improvement given by the factor ρ is hard to exploit
(whereas for simple gradient descent type iterates one obviously can derive linear convergence to the optimum), see for
instance (Valkonen & Pock, 2017) for a possible strategy.
We exploit here this improvement in a different way. We
combine the parallelogram identity
kx − x̄k2 + kx − x̂k2 =

1
kx̄ − x̂k2 + 2 x −
2

xn+1 = proxτ f (xn − τ K ∗ y n ),
x0

n+1

x̄+x̂ 2
2

with the previous inequality to obtain:
kx − x̄k2
≥
2τ
kx̂ − x̄k2
kx − x̂k2
f (x̂) + (1 + τ ρ4 )
+ (1 + τ ρ2 )
. (14)
2τ
2τ
f (x) + (1 + τ ρ2 )

The first type of algorithm we consider is Algorithm 1,
which corresponds to Alg. 1 in (Chambolle & Pock, 2016)
(see also (Pock et al., 2009; Esser et al., 2010; Chambolle

∗

n

= proxτ 0 g (x0 − τ 0 K 0 y n ),

(15)

y n+1 = proxσh∗ (y n +
σ(K(2xn+1 − xn ) + K 0 (2x0

n+1

n

− x0 ))).

We then introduce the “ergodic” averages
XN =

min0 max f (x) + g(x ) + hKx + K x , yi − h (y) (12)
x,x

& Pock, 2011)). It consists in tackling problem (12) by
alternating a proximal descent step in x, x0 followed by an
ascent step in y:

1
N

N
X

xn ,

X0

N

=

1
N

n=1

N
X

n

x0 ,

YN =

1
N

n=1

N
X

yn .

n=1

Theorem 1 in (Chambolle & Pock, 2016), shows with an
elementary proof the estimate, for any test point (x, x0 , y):
N

L(X N , X 0 , y) − L(x, x0 , Y N )
   0
x
x
1  0  00
x − x
≤
2N
y
y0

2

(16)
Mτ,τ 0 ,σ

where L is the Lagrangian function in (12) and provided the
matrix Mτ,τ 0 ,σ , given by
 I

0
−K ∗
τ
∗
I
Mτ,τ 0 ,σ =  0
(17)
−K 0 
τ0
I
0
−K −K
σ
is positive-definite. Before exploiting the estimate (16), let
us express the conditions on τ, τ 0 , σ which ensure that this
is true. We need that for any (ξ, ξ 0 , η) 6= 0,
1
1
1
kξk2 + 0 kξ 0 k2 + kη 2 k > 2hKξ, ηi + 2hK 0 ξ 0 , ηi
τ
τ
σ
and obviously, this is the same as requiring that for any
a, a0 , b positive numbers,
a2
a02
b2
+ 0 +
> 2(kKka + 2kK 0 ka0 )b.
τ
τ
σ
The worst b in this inequality is b = σ(kKka + 2kK 0 ka0 ),
then one checks easily that the worse a, a0 are of the form
ākKkτ , ākK 0 kτ 0 respectively, so that one should have for
all ā 6= 0:

2
ā2 kKk2 τ + kK 0 k2 τ 0 > σā2 kKk2 τ + kK 0 k2 τ 0 ,
yielding the condition
σ(τ kKk2 + τ 0 kK 0 k2 ) < 1.
We notice in addition that under such a condition, one also
has


Mτ,τ 0 ,σ ≤ 2 

I
τ

I
τ0

I
σ
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which allows to simplify a bit the expression in the righthand side of (16) (at the expense of a factor 2 in front of the
estimate).
We have not made use of the strong convexity up to now,
and in particular, of (14). A quick look at the proof of
Theorem 1 in (Chambolle & Pock, 2016) shows that it will
improve slightly the latter condition, allowing to replace τ
with the smaller effective step τ /(1 + τ ρ/4), yielding the
new condition


τ
2
0
0 2
kKk + τ kK k < 1.
(18)
σ
1 + τ ρ4
This ensures now that (16) holds with Mτ,τ 0 ,σ replaced with

Mτ,τ 0 ,σ,ρ = 

1
τ



+ ρ2 I
0
−K ∗
∗
I
−K 0  ≤
0
τ0
I
0
−K
−K
σ
 2 3ρ 

+
I
0
0
τ
4
2

0
0
τ0 I
2
0
0
σI



τµ
kY k2 + τ kXk2
1 + τµ ρ4

(19)


< 1.

E(W̄ N , µ̄N ) − E(W ∗ , µ∗ ) ≤


kW ∗ − W 0 k2
1 4mk  3ρ
1 ∗
kµ − µ0 k2 +
+
+
.
N
σ
8
τµ
τ
(23)
In general, if one can compute reasonable estimates ∆µ ,
∆W for these quantities, one should take:

√
k
 √ 1
>1
if 8 mkkY
∆W
2 mkkY k
ρ
ρ∆µ
−
∆µ
4
τ= √
, τµ =

2 mkkXk
τµ >> 1
else,
1
σ = τµ
.
2
2
1+τµ ρ kY k + τ kXk
4

where the last inequality follows from (18). Applied to problem (2), which is ρ-convex in µ, we find that (18) becomes
the condition
σ

a primal solution (minimizer of E) (W ∗ , µ∗ ), we deduce:

(20)

When (20) holds, then the ergodic iterates (here we denote
W n , etc, the value of W computed at the end of iteration
n):
N
N
N
1 X n N
1 X n
1 X n N
W , µ̄ =
µ , Z̄ =
Z .
N n=1
N n=1
N n=1
(21)
satisfy for all W, µ, Z:

to obtain (considering
here only the case ρ small, that is
√
when ρ∆µ ≤ 8 mkkY k):
√
mk(5∆µ kY k + 4∆W kXk)
N
N
∗
∗
E(W̄ , µ̄ )−E(W , µ ) ≤
,
N
There is no clear way how to estimate a priori the norm
kW ∗ − W 0 k in the Lagrangian approach.
Remark 1 Note that for the `1 constrained problem (6)
∆W is bounded. Since kW k1 ≤ η: kW ∗ − W 0 k ≤
kW ∗ − W 0 k1 ≤ 2η, we use the estimate ∆W ≤ 2η. Using the initial value µ0 = Ik , ∆µ is also easily shown to
be bounded (as W is). Empirically, we
√ found that we can
use the estimate ∆µ . αkIk kF = α k where α ∈ [0, 1]
is√a parameter to be tuned. Thus ρ being small we have
8 mkY k
> 1. Moreover, using kXk = 1 (X can be norρα
malized), we obtain the following reasonable parameter
choice:

W̄ N =

N

N

N

L(W̄ , µ̄ , Z) − L(W, µ, Z̄ ) ≤
1  3ρ
kµ − µ0 k2
kµ − µ0 k2 +
N 8
τµ
kW − W 0 k2
kZ − Z 0 k2 
+
+
. (22)
τ
σ
Here the Lagrangian L is:
ρ
L(W, µ, Z) = hZ, Y µ − XW i + λkW k1 + kI − µk2 .
2
We denote E(W, µ) = supZ L(W, µ, Z) the primal energy
(which appears in (1)) and remark that in (2), Z is bounded
(|Zi,j | ≤ 1 for all i, j) so that kZ − Z 0 k2 ≤ 4mk in (22).
Hence, taking the supremum on Z and choosing for (W, µ)

∆W
τ= √
,
2 mk
σ=

α
τµ = √
2 mkY k − (1/4)αρ

1
.
τµ
2
1+τµ ρ kY k + τ

(24)

4

In the case of Problem (11) (Sec. 4), Z is also bounded but
then, one has simply kZ ∗ − Z 0 k2 ≤ 4, hence (23) must be
replaced with
E(W̄ N , µN ) − E(W ∗ , µ∗ ) ≤


1 4  3ρ
1 ∗
kW ∗ − W 0 k2
0 2
+
+
kµ − µ k +
.
N σ
8
τµ
τ
(25)
(Obviously, now, the energy E is the primal energy in (10).)
The same analysis as before remains valid, but now with
mk replaced with 1.
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5.2. Convergence with over-relaxation

6. Numerical experiments

For the over-relaxed variant (Algorithm 3), the adaption is a
little bit more complicated, and one does not benefit much
from taking into account the partial strong convexity. One
approach is to rewrite the improved descent rule (14) as
follows:

6.1. Experimental settings

1 + τ ρ/2
kx − x̄k2 − kx − x̂k2
2τ
 ρ
− kx̂ − x̄k2 + kx̂ − x̄k2
8
1
ρ
= f (x) +
hx − x̂, x̂ − x̄i + kx̂ − x̄k2
2e
τ
8

f (x̂) ≤ f (x) +

(26)

where τe = τ /(1 + τ ρ/2) is an effective time-step.
As a result, we observe that the first (primal) update in (15)
yields the same rule as an explicit-implicit primal update of
a nonsmooth+smooth functions with effective step τe and
Lipschitz constant ρ/4, cf Eq. (9) in (Chambolle & Pock,
2016). Hence, the analysis of these authors (see Sec. 4.1 in
the above reference) can be reproduced almost identically
and will yield for the over-relaxed algorithm (3) similar
convergence rates, cf. (16)-(23), now, with the factor 1/N
replaced with 1/((1 + γ)N ). It requires that the matrix
 1

ρ/4
( τe − 1−γ
)I
0
−K ∗
∗
I
f=
M
(27)
0
−K 0 
τ0
I
0
−K
−K
σ
be positive definite. Observe however that the estimates
hold for the ergodic averages (cf (21)) of the variables obtained at the end of Step 12 of Algorithm 3 and Step 13
of Algorithm 5, rather than for the over-relaxed variables
(which could not even be feasible). We derive that for this
method, condition (20) should be replaced with
!
τµ
σ
kY k2 + τ kXk2 < 1,
(28)
τ ρ
1 + µ4 1−2γ
1−γ
at least if γ < 1/2.
As seen, for γ ≥ 1/2, the condition obtained for ρ = 0 is
better (hence, the partial strong convexity does not seem to
yield any reasonable improvement for this algorithm). It
simply reads

σ τµ kY k2 + τ kXk2 < 1,
(29)
and one gets the estimate from (Chambolle & Pock, 2016)
(Eq. (24), further simplified thanks to (28)):

In this section, we compare the constrained primal-dual `1
approach with the one based on the Frobenius norm. Our
primal-dual method can be applied to any classification problem with feature selection on high dimensional dataset stemming from computational biology, image recognition, social
networks analysis, customer relationship management, etc.,
We provide an experimental evaluation in computational biology on simulated and real single-cell sequencing dataset.
There are two advantages of such biological dataset. First,
many public data are now available for testing reproductibility; besides, these dataset suffer from outliers ("dropouts")
with different levels of noise depending on sequencing experiments. Single-cell is a new technology which has been
elected "method of the year" in 2013 by Nature Methods
(Evanko, 2014). We provide also evaluation on proteomics
mass-spectrometric dataset. A test query x (a dimension d
row vector) is classified according to the following rule: it
belongs to the unique class j ∗ such that
j ∗ ∈ arg min kµj − xW k1 .
j=1,...,k

(31)

Feature selection is based on the sparsity inducing `1 constraint. The projection on the `1 ball P roj(V, η) aims at
sparsifying the W matrix so that the gene j will be selected
if |W (j, :)k > ε. The set of non-zero column coefficients
is interpreted as the signature of the corresponding cluster.
We use the Condat method (Condat, 2016) to compute the
projection on the `1 ball.
We report the classical accuracy versus η using cross validation (4 folds). We also define selectivity as the number
of required genes to obtain a desired accuracy. Processing
times are obtained on a laptop computer using an i7 processor (3.1 Ghz). In our experiments, we normalize the features
according to kXk = 1, and we set µ0 = Ik and ρ = 0.0001.
We choose η in connection with the desired number of genes.
As ∆W and η are bounded, we can set a maximum value for
τ , that we denote τ0 . Then we tune τµ and compute σ using
equation (24). Based on results in Fig. 2, we set N = 40 for
synthetic dataset and Tabula Muris dataset, while Ovarian
data set requires N = 60 iterations. We report the `1 and
Frobenius error (log-log plot) in the training set (normalized
by the value of the first iterate) both for standard algorithm
Fig. 4 and over-relaxed one in Fig. 5.
6.2. Synthetic dataset

E(W̄ N , µ̄N ) − E(W ∗ , µ∗ ) ≤


1
4mk kµ∗ − µ0 k2
kW ∗ − W 0 k2
+
+
.
(1 + γ)N
σ
τµ
τ
(30)

The simulated dataset is a realistic simulation of single
cell sequencing experiments (The dataset is provided in
supplementary material). This dataset is composed of 600
samples 15,000 genes and k = 4 clusters.
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Figure 1. Synthetic dataset. The evolution of the number of selected genes versus the constraint η is a smooth monotonous function. The bound η for the `1 constraint is thus easily tuned.

Figure 3. Synthetic dataset. The accuracy versus number of genes
shows that a minimum number of genes is required to get the best
possible classification followed by a large plateau. We get similar
accuracy and selectivity for different values of parameter τ0 and
for over-relaxation. `1 norm improves selectivity over Frobenius
norm minimization.

Figure 2. Synthetic dataset. This figure shows that roughly 40
iterations are optimal in order to avoid over-fitting.

Figure 4. Synthetic dataset. Convergence rate is faster for `1 minimization.

6.3. Dataset: ovarian (Guyon et al., 2017)
The data available on UCI data base were obtained from two
sources: the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the Eastern Virginia Medical School (EVMS). All the data consist
of mass-spectra obtained with the SELDI technique. The
samples include patients with cancer (ovarian or prostate
cancer), and healthy or control patients. The dataset is composed of 216 samples and 15000 features.
6.4. Lung Tabula Muris single cell scRNA-seq
dataset(Schaum, 2018)
Tabula Muris is a compendium of single cell transcriptome
data from the model organism Mouse musculus, containing
nearly 100,000 cells from 20 organs and tissues. The data allow comparison between gene expression in cell types. (The
authors thank Pr Pascal Barbry team (IPMC Laboratory)
for the group’s biological expertise.) Lung Tabua Muris
sub-dataset is a subset of Lung organ composed of 5,400
cells, 10,516 genes and k=14 clusters.

Figure 8. Tabula Muris: the signature is sparse and adapted to the
clustering.
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Figure 5. Synthetic dataset. Over-relaxation provides O(1/N) convergence rate for both `1 and Frobenius minimization.

Figure 7. Tabula Muris dataset: accuracy: `1 norm minimization
outperforms Frobenius norm minimization by 5 %. Moreover `1
minimization improves feature selectivity.

the signature of W columns is well adapted to each cluster.
The accuracy for each cluster is given Fig. 7, illustrating the
reliability of the signature. Fig. 4 shows that over relaxation
improves convergence both for the `1 and Frobenius norm
minimization. The complexity of our primal-dual algorithm
is O(d × m) for primal iterates and O(m × k) for dual
iterates. One must then add the cost of projection on the `1
ball; this cost is expected to be O(d× k) in average, in order
that the our constrained Primal-dual method is scalable.
Figure 6. Ovarian dataset: using `1 norm minimization outperforms Frobenius minimization both for accuracy and feature selectivity.

As pointed in Section ( 4) the squared Frobenius loss is
smooth and we can use Fista algorithm (Beck & Teboulle,
2009; Chambolle & Dossal, 2015) combined with centroid
classifier (Witten & Tibshirani, 2010) to minimize a squared
Frobenius criterion. To do so, one performs a full run of
Fista to retrieve W , then a single centroid computation to
estimate µ. Table 1 shows that the primal-dual method
outperforms Fista. (Note that the complexity of gradient
based methods such as Fista is O(d2 ).)
Table 1. Time (seconds) according to methods: primal-dual is
slightly faster for `1 norm minimization on large dataset since
Frobenius norm minimization requires computation of Frobenius
norm of O(m × k) matrix at each iteration. Primal-dual outperforms Fista primal algorithm.

Figure 9. Tabula Muris Confusion Matrix: vertically Ground truth,
Horizontally: Predicted True positive in %.

Dataset
Synthetic
Ovarian
Tumlung

`1
0.7
0.26
3.3

`1 OR
0.43
0.21
2.5

Fro
0.7
0.26
3.5

Fista
7.6
6.83
7.

6.5. Accuracy, signature and scalability
Our numerical experiments demonstrate that our `1 norm
minimization method is more robust to outliers (Fig. 6)
and to dropouts on real large single cell datasets (Fig. 7).
Fig. 3 shows that minimization of the `1 norm is robust to
parameter τ0 . We report in Fig. 8 the sorted absolute value
of the matrix W (divided by the maximum of each column).
As expected by biologists, Fig. 8 shows that the sparsity of

7. Conclusion
We have provided a new primal-dual method for supervised
classification based on an `1 norm both for the data loss and
the constraint (feature selection). Our algorithm computes
jointly variables transform W and centers µ that are used
to devise a classifier, and we establish convergence results.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on three
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datasets (one synthetic, two from biological data), and provide a comparison between `1 and `2 costs. Both accuracy,
selectivity and computational time are improved with the
purely `1 approach. Extending the method to other criteria
is easy on condition that efficient projection (on the dual ball
for the loss data term) and prox (for the regularization term)
algorithms are available. We have treated an example using
the Frobenius norm of the loss. Current research extends
our approach to other loss or regularization criteria such as
sparse group LASSO. A code is available in supplementary
material.

Chambolle, A. and Pock, T. A first-order primal-dual algorithm for convex problems with applications to imaging.
Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision, 40(1):120–
145, May 2011.

8. Appendix: minimization of the square
Frobenius loss using Fista

Chaux, C., Pesquet, J.-C., and Pustelnik, N. Nested iterative algorithms for convex constrained image recovery
problems. SIAM, pp. 730–762, 2009.

Let us consider the classical feature selection criterion with
the squared Frobenius loss:
min kY − XW k2F

(W,µ)

s.t.

kW k1 6 η.

(32)

We compute an estimator of W using Fista algorithm.
Algorithm 6 Feature selection algorithm with FISTA.
Input: X, Y, µ0 = I, W0 , N, γ, η
W ← W0
t←1
for n = 0, . . . , N do
V ← W − γX T (XW − Y µ)
Wnew ← Pη1 (V )
tnew ← (n + 5)/4
λ ← 1 + (t − 1)/tnew
W ← (1 − λ)W + λWnew
t ← tnew
end for
Output: W
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